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Abstract. In this paper, we present a finite state automata (FSA) algorithm to
find the shortest path from the origin to the destination. In this study, we chose
Margonda as the initial state and UNINDRACampus A and Campus B as the final
states to accept input both from using public transportation or private vehicles.
The FSA algorithm finds the shortest path based on the transition function, which
can change from one state to another in response to some inputs, so that it can help
provide path options to minimize travel time and cost. Besides, the FSA algorithm
helps assist the testing process errors that occur in the process of finding the shortest
path because the stages of finding the shortest path can be described simply using
the FSA algorithm. The result shows that the proposed FSA algorithm has the
ability to find the shortest path and can consider to be a solution of single source
shortest path problem.
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1 Introduction

Jakarta is the capital and the largest city in Indonesia. The increasing number of vehicle
and people’s mobility has become a common issue encountered by large cities like
Jakarta. This issue of high mobility should be addressed by the availability of good
transportation modes and numerous road infrastructure. Generally, traffic congestion
grows as the mobility of transport users grows especially during rush hours. Therefore,
we need a solution to this issue. To reach a place faster, we will look for the shortest
route between the origin and the destination. This shortest route is also considered during
periods of heavy traffic.

Universitas Indraprasta (UNINDRA) PGRI is one of the private universities located
in Jakarta. UNINDRA has two campuses; Campus A is located in Jalan Nangka, South
Jakarta, and Campus B is located in Jalan Raya Tengah, East Jakarta. During hectic
hours, both lecturers and students experienced this heavy traffic. Especially for lecturers
that have many classes on the same day at different campuses, they have to be in class on
time. Hence, they have to determine the shortest route to get to the destination campus.

Using existing methods or techniques, the shortest path can be determined by cal-
culating the least distance that must be traversed by the lecturer. To determine the best
route, one must be aware of the distance between the origin and destination as well as
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the road’s condition. Therefore, the shortest route from the origin to the destination is
determined. However, this strategy is also ineffective due to the abundance of alternative
paths. The purpose of locating the shortest route is to reduce travel time and expenses.

However this is not always helpful because there are so many alternative routes. The
purpose of determining the shortest route is to summarize the journey and save travel
costs from the place of origin to the destination.

The shortest path problem still one of the hottest study areas [1]. It is also possibly the
most fundamental and important of all combinatorial optimization problems [2]. More-
over, shortest path analysis is a major analytical component of numerous quantitative
transportation and communication models [3, 4].

There are several types of shortest route or shortest path problem: (1) The single pair
shortest path problem is finding a path between a single pair of vertices [5], (2) Single
source shortest path problem is by pinpointing a vertex to be a source vertex then finding
the shortest path from pointed source to all other vertices [6, 7], (3) Single destination
shortest path problem is the opposite of single source shortest path, which is finding the
shortest path from all vertices to one pointed destination vertex [7], and last (4) all pair
shortest path problem is finding the shortest path between all vertices [8].

There are many researches in shortest path problem, [9–15]. Many algorithms are
applied to overcome the shortest path problem.A* andAnt ColonyAlgorithm (ACO) is a
common algorithm used to solve Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP) problem [16]. The
single shortest path search is a well-known process in retrieving information from graph
and it has been proven in practical uses such as telecommunication, transportation, and
road network.ACOalgorithms often applied to routing in communication network [9, 17,
18], and vehicle routing problem [19–22]. Another hybrid algorithm [23] Bellman-Ford
and Dijkstra algorithms is proposed to improve the running time bound of Bellman-Ford
for graphs with a sparse distribution of negative cost edges.

A Finite State Machine, commonly referred to as a Finite Automaton, is a standard
model used in the mathematical foundation of computer science, for e.g. in the formal
specification of programming languages [24]. A Finite State Machine is a computing
device whose input is a string and whose output is either accept or reject [25]. FSM or
FSA is a quintuple consisting of (�, S, S0, δ, F) [24, 25].

� is the input alphabet (a finite non-empty set of symbols).
Q is a finite non-empty set of states.
S0 is an initial state, an element of S.
δ is the state transition function: δ: S × � → S.
F is the set of final states, a (possibly empty) subset of S.
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Experts and Scholars have conductedmuch research on FSA. The theory of automata
has been applied to game design [26, 27], it has also been applied to designing a vending
machine or selling machine [28, 29]. The concept of Finite State Automata was applied
to recognize and then capture the pattern in the process of ticket selling machines [28].

This study attempts to model finite state automata in order to calculate the shortest
path, in this case from Margonda to UNINDRA Campus A and Campus B.

2 Methods

The proposed model of FSA algorithm is to find the shortest path. The first step was
determine the initial state {q0}, next, street names were defined as a state {q0, q1, q2,
q3, q4, q5, q6, q7, q8, q9, q10, qf1, qf2}. The next step is define a set of inputs {a, b}.
Next, define set of final states. Since there are 2 final destinations, we label them as qf1
and qf2. Then we described the transition function δ.

AnNDFAnon-deterministic finite automata is represented by a digraph named “state
diagram”. This digraph is made up of vertices that represent states, arcs that are labeled
with input alphabets, an empty single arc for the first state, and double circles for the
last state.

3 Results and Discussion

The aim of this study is to show the implementation of Finite State Automata theory in
finding the shortest path for students or lecturers that live in Depok particularly around
Margonda Raya Street, to get to UNINDRA Campus A and Unindra Campus B. There
are many studies conducted to find the shortest path using graph theory. However, this
paper presented a model of FSA to find the shortest path from Margonda to campus
UNINDRA.

As shown in Fig. 1, we designed a state transition diagram based on FSA theory.
Formal definition of state diagram in figure one are as follows:

Fig. 1. State Transition Diagram
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Q = {q0, q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6, q7, q8, q9, q10, qf1, qf2}

� = {a, b}

S0 = q0

F = {qf1, qf2}

Table 1 and Table 2 provide inputs description and states description.
Table 3 shows the transition of each state. Given the initial state q0 (Margonda) for

the input both “a” and b, both using public transport and using private vehicle. The next
state will be q7, q1 or q3.

Table 4 shows state transition from initial state to final state campus A and campus
B.

There are four possible routes from q0 to final state CampusA (qf2) and fore possible
route from q0 to Campus B (qf1), as follows:

1. Start from state q0 (Margonda) to state q7 (Lenteng Agung), next state q8
(Simatupang), next state q9 (Jalan Nangka), last final state qf2 (Campus A)

Table 1. Set of input

Input Description

A Initial for travel using public transport

B Initial for travel using private vehicle

Table 2. State name and its description

State Description

q0 Margonda

q1 Kelapa dua

q2 R.A. Fadilah

q3 PAL

q4 Pasar Rebo

q5 Kesehatan

q6 Caglak

q7 Lenteng Agung

q8 Simatupang

q9 Jl. Nangka

q10 Raya Tengah

qf1 Campus B

qf2 Campus A
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Table 3. Transition Table

States a b

q0 q7,q1,q3 q7,q1,q3

q1 q2,q3 q2,q3

q2 - q5

q3 q4 q4

q4 q6 q6

q5 - q6

q6 q8,q10 q8,q10

q7 q8 q8

q8 q6,q9 q6,q9

q9 - qf2

q10 qf1 qf1

qf1 - -

qf2 - -

Table 4. State transition to final state

IInitial
sstate (S00))

Next state Final 
State

Total state has 
been passed

q0 q7, q8, q9 qf2 3 

q0 q1,q2,q5,q6,q8,q9 qf2 6 
q0 q1,q3,q4,q6,q8,q9 qf2 5 
q0 q7,q8,q6,q10 qf1 4 
q0 q1,q2,q5,q6,q10 qf1 5 
q0 q1,q3,q4,q6,q10 qf1 5 

2. Start from state q0 (Margonda) to state q1 (Kelapa dua), next heading to state q2
(RA Fadilah), next to state q5 (Kesehatan), Next state q6 (Caglak), next state q8
Simatupang, next state q9 (Jl. Nangka) ends at state qf2 (Campus A)

3. Start from state q0 (Margonda) to state q1 (Kelapa dua) next to q4 (Pasar Rebo) to
state q6 (Caglak) to state q8 (Simatupang) to state q9 (Jl. Nangka) ends at state qf2
(Campus A)

4. Start from state q0 (Margonda) to state q7 (Lenteng Agung) next to q8 (Simatupang)
next to q6 (Caglak) next to q10 (Raya tengah) and last final state qf1 (Campus B)
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Fig. 2. Minimum State Transition Diagram From q0 to qf2

Fig. 3. Minimum State Transition Diagram From q0 to qf1

5. Start from state q0 (Margonda) to state q1 (Kelapa dua) next to q2 (R.A. Fadilah)
next to q5 (Kesehatan) next to q6 (Caglak) next to q10 (Raya Tengah) next to final
state qf1 (Campus B)

6. Start from state q0 (Margonda) to state q1 (Kelapa dua) next to q3 (Pal) next to
q4 (Pasar Rebo) next to q6 (Caglak) next to q10 (Raya Tengah) and to Final state
(Campus B)

From the above explanation, shortest path fromMargonda to Campus A and Campus
B was determined and shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The transition diagram of minimum
state from q0 to qf2 is q0-q7-q8-q9-qf2 (Fig. 2), and the transition diagram from q0 to
qf1 is q1-q8-q6-q10-qf1 (Fig. 3).

4 Conclusion

In this study, we used automata theory to find the shortest path. In our methodology,
we described an NDFA to find the shortest path from Margonda to destinations at both
UNINDRACampus A and Campus B. The NDFA concept is very helpful and is thought
to be a way to solve the single-source shortest path problem.
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